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ABSTRACT

The 2019 Novel Coronavirus disease or Covid-19 has apparently become a new global challenge. Not only did the pandemic drive all actors to make response but it also affected the relations among them. That Indonesia raised multilateralism in the unprecedented situation while more unilateral or populist actions taken by a number of states encouraged this research. This paper attempts to explain Indonesia’s foreign policy in upholding multilateralism to respond to the COVID-19 during the first year of the pandemic. Such response was intended to mitigate the impacts caused by the pandemic. This research applied holistic constructivism in understanding the determinants of Indonesia’s foreign policy by investigating both domestic and international cause. This research utilized the qualitative method with an explanatory analysis. The findings show that such Indonesia’s foreign policy was driven by its identity constructed by both indigenous norm of ‘Gotong Royong’ and global norm of ‘International Health Regulation’. The norm-laden or identity-based foreign policy was leading it to uphold multilateralism which was considered appropriate in order to coordinate, collaborate and cooperate with international communities. In addition, Indonesia maintained its trust on and support to the World Health Organization as the most leading actor in health governance championing fight against the pandemic. This paper argues that the norm factors do matter in Indonesia’s foreign policy in facing uncertainties in the vulnerable and interconnected world. Through the case studied, this paper suggests that looking at the domestic actors as well as the state in international system help provide a better understanding on the state behavior in international relations.
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ABSTRAK

Introduction

Hardly do states neglect a disease outbreak somewhere in the globe inasmuch as it can spread beyond borders and turn to a global concern. Therefore, pandemic has been a rising issue either in international politics and security or in foreign policy since the end of Cold War. The international politics of transmissible disease emerges as a challenge in international relations. The challenges are related to how states and other international actors reconfigure their policy and national interests’ articulation—in term of health, education, security, politics, and economy—in response to the Covid-19. According to Christine Riley et al the challenges consist of (1) no single reputable source of information and too much ‘noise’, (2) a lack of standards for how to measure and report data across countries, (3) variation in the content, implementation, and enforcement of policies, and (4) politics, instead of science, leading the efforts in pandemic management. It is urged for all international actors and world leaders to collaborate in a unified mission to decrease the imperative mortality of Covid-19.

While Segun Oshewolo and Agaptus Nwozor suggested that pandemic be raising scientific awareness about national security dimensions, Christopher M. Weible et al. argued that post-pandemic phenomena are still understudied in policy sciences.

The study in this paper belongs to foreign policy with which state behaviors can be analyzed and foreign policy determinants can be explained. That while a number of states acted unilaterally in order to protect their citizens and save their economy in addition to blaming others and current global health system in the aftermath of Covid-19 outbreak even the United States (U.S.) for example.

Donald Trump was mentioned as “damaged [the] science and it could take decades to recover” by Jeff Tollefson in an article from Nature because his actions which was perceived to have exacerbated the pandemic that killed more than 200,000 people in the U.S., rolled back environment and public-health regulations and undermined science and scientific institutions which some of them could be permanent. Indonesia was one of the actors rejecting such populist trend. Instead, Indonesia complied with the existing international architecture emphasizing cooperation among states and international communities.

Kata Kunci: Gotong royong, Regulasi Kesehatan Internasional, multilateralisme, konstruktivis
The 2019 Novel Coronavirus disease or so-called Covid-19 which formerly was just a local contagious virus-caused pneumonia was believed to have first emerged in the Chinese city of Wuhan in the end December 2019. It was officially reported by the World Health Organization (WHO) of China country office on 7 January 2020 and then characterized as a pandemic by the WHO on 11 March 2020. By the end of April 2020, the virus was reported to have spread to over 200 states.

State governments in the world had to choose a difficult option between a large number of deaths and economic collapse by whether or not to impose lockdowns. The Covid-19 affected domestic politics and relations among states in addition to disrupting economy globally. The situation could be best displayed by domestic pro-con protests and tight security measures in a number of states, distrust on international regimes and organizations, slowing economic growths and even recession threat either in developed or in developing states. So did the pandemic intensify the ongoing tension between two giants; the U.S. and China and their competition for the post-Covid-19 global leadership. Consequently, humanitarian aids during the pandemic were frequently politicized regarding the competitions between the two blocks.

The Indonesian President Joko Widodo officially announced the first two confirmed COVID-19 cases of citizens on 3 March 2020. Criticisms and doubts rose as the Indonesian government could have announced the confirmed cases earlier while the virus was crippling China, Republic of Korea (ROK) and Iran in January and February 2020. Indonesia has been one of the most affected in term of both confirmed cases and deaths in Southeast Asia since then. Indonesia was suffering from the economic loss due to restriction of domestic businesses. So were Indonesian overseas both migrants and students affected as foreign governments issued the temporary, strict policies targeting foreign nationals.

As the Covid-19 was inevitable and all states were hit, Indonesia was actively responding to it. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) predicted that Indonesia, the world’s fourth most populous state, would suffer greatly and need longer time to recover. Just like other natural disasters, Klaus Dodds et al. suggested that the pandemic unveil the uneven capacity among states to respond and allow others

to seek profits from such situation. So did the pandemic expose deep socio-economic inequalities within states especially migrants and lower income communities.

On the other hand, Indonesia was upholding multilateralism in its foreign policy which was not only determined by its interests alone. Indonesia commenced to carry out multilateralism as soon as it gained its independence. The involvement in the Non-Alliance Movement could be its best post-colonial experience. The practice of multilateralism was conducted through various leaderships despite differing foreign policy orientations. When the Covid-19 became a global issue, similar policy was still a preference under President Joko Widodo.

At the 2019 annual speech of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA), Minister Retno L.P. Marsudi explicitly said, “Indonesia will continue to work in multilateral setting in spite of the fact that the value of multilateralism is under pressure.” The statement was made in the middle of the pessimistic trend on multilateralism shown by the U.S. in responding to the COVID-19. In addition, there was also increasing questions from rising actors in the Global South on the legitimacy of international architecture which benefitted the U.S. and the West in conserving their influence. However, Indonesia was still committed to the track of multilateralism which was invested within its foreign policy. The foreign policy making was driven by ideational instead of material factors such as power and economic capability.

**Literature Review**

There exists some literature discussing health issues in both regional and international level. Securitizing infectious diseases by states and international organizations was studied by a number of scholars such as Sarah E. Davies, and Melissa G. Curley and Jonathan Herington. Meanwhile, Sarah E. Davies, Adam Kamradt-Scott and S. Rushton studied the role of norm in international practices regarding health issues. The emergence of new health threats led to the implementation of 2005 International Health Regulation (IHR) as a new international norm. The study investigated the role of the WHO’s norm entrepreneurship in order to ensure its member states to comply with the new norm. In another study, Kamradt-Scott revealed the role of smaller group within the WHO in successfully introducing and preserving the norm of utilizing non-government information sources in
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the revised IHR. 25 The global cooperation along with the influence of donors was studied by Devi Sridhar and Ngaire Woods. 26 The study showed that donors could redirect the international organizations to fight specific diseases. 27

The studies on Asian States regarding health issues were conducted by David P. Fidler 28, Sarah E. Davies 29, Shahar Hameiri (2014) and Clare Wenham30. Fidler suggested that Asian normative ideas encourage their participation and contribution to global health diplomacy and governance. 31 Davies argued that having hit by previous infectious diseases created a strong will among the Southeast Asia states for cooperation in responding to public health emergencies. 32 Further, Davies found a number of East Asian states’ compliance with the reporting of the infectious avian influenza despite their sovereignty. 33 Indonesia was included in the study and it was once the state with the highest human infections. However, Indonesia’s compliance with the reporting was contrast to its decision over the viral sharing dispute with the WHO. Hameiri argued that Indonesia asserted sovereignty to justify ceasing the virus-sharing was merely domestic actors’ struggles to gain their political goals. 34 On the other hand, Murray Hiebert noted that Indonesia attempted to play more serious role to step up global health diplomacy and specifically demanded a guarantee from the WHO that international cooperation would benefit lower income states especially in accessing affordable vaccine of the bird flu 35. While, Wenham examined Thailand’s ambitions to dominate the normative process of disease control in mainland Southeast Asia. 36

Indonesia’s foreign policy and regional diplomacy by some states towards Indonesia during the Covid-19 pandemic were studied by a number of scholars such as Asep Setiawan, and Adiasri Putri Purbantina and Renitha Dwi Hapsari respectively. 37 While Indonesia’s inward looking foreign policy was raised in order to save its citizens and build cooperation regarding the health crisis situation and its effects on economic slowdown, 38 the ROK and Japan’s health diplomacy towards Indonesia was driven by health and economic recovery interests. 39

25 Kamradt-Scott, “The WHO Secretariat, Norm Entrepreneurship, and Global Disease Outbreak Control.”
27 Sridhar and Woods.
31 Fidler, “Asia’s Participation in Global Health Diplomacy and Global Health Governance.”
32 Davies, Containing Contagion: The Politics of Disease Outbreaks in Southeast Asia.
33 Davies, “The International Politics of Disease Reporting: Towards Post-Westphalianism?”
36 Wenham, “Regionalizing Health Security: Thailand’s Leadership Ambitions in Mainland Southeast Asian Disease Control.”
The literature confirms that norms have played significant roles in international relations regarding the infectious disease issues affecting actor behaviors in terms of either political struggle or cooperation. However, neither of the studies describes nor explains Indonesia’s behavior in addressing the Covid-19. Furthermore, the study on Indonesia’s foreign policy in addressing the Covid-19 is still rare due to the fact that the pandemic issue is still new and most states are still struggling to deal with it. The study by Asep Setiawan slightly relates to this research describing Indonesia’s behavior and policy in responding to the pandemic. However, the study only saw tangible national interest as the only driver of Indonesia’s foreign policy. Meanwhile, this paper suggests that such interest be constructed by values, norms, ideas, and identity. We propose that Indonesia’s multilateralism in regard to Covid-19 response is constructed by those values, norms, ideas, and identity—which we pack up as ‘gotong royong’ and the IHR.

This paper would narrow the gap and focus on the role of both domestic and international norms in Indonesia’s foreign policy. This paper provides the answer to question “Why did Indonesia raise multilateralism in its foreign policy in responding to the Covid-19 pandemic?” This paper aims to explain Indonesia’s foreign policy in upholding multilateralism in responding to the pandemic in addition to the drivers of its multilateralism. This research was limited on the Indonesia’s foreign policy during the pandemic in 2020. This paper contributes to understanding Indonesia’s foreign policy and behavior during difficult or challenging situations not limited to the pandemic.

**Methodology**

This research applied the qualitative method with an explanatory analysis. It was a library research in which a range of recorded data such as journal articles, research papers, scholarly commentaries and other relevant online sources were collected. So was this research benefitted from information provided in the institutional website of MoFA as well as officials’ statements and writings in explaining Indonesia’s foreign policy to respond to the COVID-19. The data were analysed through the Miles and Hubberman’s interactive model consisting of four steps; collecting data, reducing data, displaying data and drawing conclusion. The application of method can be seen as following:

Firstly, collecting data. An amount of information on the COVID-19 and Indonesia’s response was collected. Secondly, reducing data. Data were sorted out in order to raise critical questions so that the issue became specific. Meanwhile, the unnecessary data were taken aside. The critical questions led to Indonesia’s foreign policy in responding to the pandemic. Thirdly, displaying data. At this stage, pieces of information were organized so that an early conclusion could be drawn. However, collecting and reducing data still continued simultaneously. The last, verification. The conclusion appeared clear and strong after the researchers found meanings in addition to recording regularities, explanatory patterns, configurations, causalities and propositions. This research found that the factor of identity constructed by domestic and global norm drove Indonesia to raise multilateralism in its foreign policy in responding to the Covid-19.

This research applied the holistic constructivist approach of international relations. Ian Hurd includes several features of constructivism; first, it is an alternative to materialism. Unlike the materialist approach such as neorealism and neoliberalism which believe in military power, strategic resources or other causes of direct outcomes in world politics, the constructivist approach embraces that the world is socially constructed depending on the web of meanings and practices among actors. Second, state interests are constructed. Social relations play important role in shaping actor.

---

perceptions and identities which contribute to interest construction. Third, structure and agents are mutually constituted. While state actions affect norm and institution making, they affect to defining, socializing and influencing states and both can be redefined. Fourth, multiple logics of anarchy are present. The anarchic structure is not natural and permanent, it depends on the ideas of actors whether they see others as enemies and rivals or friends instead. The structure changes provided that ideas change.

The constructivist approach emphasizes the role of non-material drivers such as whether they are ideas, norms, cultures and historical legacies which contribute to shaping actor identities and behaviors. In addition, Simon Koschut suggests the importance of shared emotion allowing political actors to participate in international politics. The rise of constructivism mainstreams norms as efficacious explanatory variables in analyzing world politics. Consequently, the foreign policy study recognizes the importance of norms in policy making determining either cooperations or conflicts. Peter J. Katzenstein defines norms as “collective expectations for the proper behavior of actors with a given identity.” Norms have both constitutive and regulative function. While the former means that norms act as the rules which determine actions causing ‘relevant others’ recognize their peculiar identities, the latter means that norms act as the standards which prescribe proper behaviors according to such defined identities.

Identities are constructed through the norms coming from either internal or external environment or both. While the systemic constructivism believes in the role of international norms thanks to the interactions between states and the unit-level constructivism believes in domestic norms affecting domestic actors’ identities, the holistic constructivism bridges the two in which both sorts of norms contribute to such identity construction. The holistic constructivist framework of construction between normative structure and actor can be seen as following:

---

Despite the fact that each constructivist approach portrays different ideas on norms and actor identities, they arrive at the same principle of norm and identity theory; norms refer to the environment’s cultural and regulative contents; on the other hand, identities refer to the actor cultural representation shaped by such environment. In other words as Maxym Alexandrov proposed, state identity is “a set of broadly accepted representations of state, in particular in its relation to other states, together with the corresponding beliefs about the appropriate behavior, rights or responsibilities.”

This research emphasized the role of domestic norm and actor as well as global norm in creating Indonesia’s identity. A domestic norm contributes to the construction of domestic actor’s identity which then represents state identity. Gotong royong (mutual cooperation) was the domestic norm and the MoFA was the main actor in constructing Indonesia’s identity. As a collective expectation, indigenous value of gotong royong guided the MoFA to issue foreign policy decision; multilateralism which was proper in addressing the Covid-19. Its commitment to such practice could be seen through its reoccurring practices and the information stated in its website as well as its officials’ statements and writings.

Despite our argument that the MoFA was the most apparent actor in Indonesia’s foreign policy in responding to the Covid-19, other domestic branches of government such as the President, the Ministry of Health (MoH) and Parliament also played important role in boldening the MoFA’s commitment to the indigenous norm and multilateralism. The perspective is in line with the characteristic of foreign policy in democratic states in which foreign policy making is an arena of involvement for diverse actors.

The idea and practice of multilateralism were not solely constructed by the elements within domestic level. In addition, the international normative structure resulted in by interactions among states played a significant role in constructing Indonesia’s identity. As an active member of the WHO, Indonesia already showed its commitment to the IHR as moral principles and a guidance when facing the international public health concern. Embracing the IHR meant that Indonesia was supposed to share responsibility and work together with other actors against any threat of globally transmitted infectious disease. Multilateralism was taken by Indonesia as it was encouraged by the IHR. Furthermore, multilateralism had a number of success experiences since the end of Cold War. Multilateral norms and institutions helped bring about stabilization and management of regional and global changes in today’s world system.

---

47 Jepperson, Wend, and Katzenstein.
As strongly embraced by the constructivist approach, only if an actor realizes its identity can it determine its interest and role or behavior. In order to respond to the Covid-19, Indonesia was keeping up with international collaboration and cooperation driven by its norm-based identity. Meanwhile, to uphold multilateralism, Indonesia played a number of roles such as maintaining trust on and support to the WHO and engaging within global and regional frameworks. That Indonesia had right and responsibility protecting its citizens and mitigating economic impacts as well as cooperating with other actors either regionally or internationally was deemed appropriate in accordance with its identity.

Analysis

a. Drivers of Indonesia’s Multilateralism

Indonesia’s multilateralism was initially expressed in 1945 Constitution Preamble and implemented in the 1955 Bandung Asia-Africa Conference. Indonesia encouraged the spirit of non-alliance among the post-colonial nations. These are significant precedents within Indonesia’s foreign policy which emphasized on multilateralism and international solidarity.

John Gerard Ruggie refers multilateralism as “coordinating relations among three or more states in accordance with certain principles.” 50 Similarly, Fen Osler Hampson and Paul Heinbecker defines multilateralism as “collectively agreed norms, rules and principles guiding and governing interstate behavior,” while the generalized reciprocity principles are the basis of multilateral institutions. 51 In other words, multilateralism means cooperation among states which are encouraged by mutual understanding and shared values frequently facilitated by international organizations and institutions. This paper suggests that Indonesia’s multilateralism in responding to the COVID-19 be driven by a couple of norms, namely gotong royong and the IHR. Not only was it a political decision but it also became another institution (a set of norm and practice) in Indonesia’s foreign policy.

Gotong royong is an indigenous institution of communality among Indonesian valued even before the republic modern time. Koentjaraningrat 52 categorizes gotong royong into ‘spontaneous help’ and ‘mutual assistance’; while the former occurs generally in collective activities in a variety of social aspects, the latter is based on the reciprocal principle either initiated by citizens or expressed as mutual cooperation. It is believed that both various common problems and community development activities could be solved easily and cheaply thanks to the existence of mutual assistance. 53

Gotong royong was constructed as a means of nation building by Indonesian founding fathers in times of the republic early inception as well. The spirit of gotong royong was believed to be incorporated in national ideology of Pancasila and to constitute the national political system. However, gotong royong played different roles during the Indonesian leadership in either domestic politics and foreign policy. I.A.A. Gde Agung 54 noted that the Indonesian first president Soekarno once utilized gotong royong to justify his guided democracy and criticized those rejecting the idea of Nasakom (Nationalist-Religion-Communist). So did President Soekarno try to get advantage of gotong royong slogan in order to gain domestic support for his anti-imperialism and colonialism rhetoric within his active militant foreign policy. 55 During President Soeharto’s regime, despite less sounding, gotong royong was valued to strengthen the concept of integralist state in which rulers and the ruled should be in harmony instead of conflict. The top-down governance style was deemed a typical authoritarian

53 Slikkerveer, 308.
55 Agung, 283–84.
state in which people should support the government’s domestic and foreign policy.

I.G. Wahyu Wicaksana argues that gotong royong is a fundamental force of Indonesian societal cohesion in which conflicts and disputes should be solved through conciliations constituted Indonesia as a family state. 56 The family state foreign policy has led it to cooperate with others and avoid conflicts post-Soeharto regime. Before elected as a President of Indonesia, Joko Widodo once reiterated the spirit of gotong royong in Indonesia’s foreign policy within his vision “creating a sovereign, independent Indonesia.” 57 The spirit of gotong royong would reflect Indonesia’s foreign policy favoring the mutual assistance and win-win solution. Hence, multilateralism could be the most suitable decision when dealing with other international actors in a number of issues.

Multilateralism is a belief fitting the Indonesian indigenous value living for centuries among the people as the Indonesian Permanent Representative Mr. Dian Triansyah Djiani stated at the April 2019 High-Level Meeting of the United Nations’ General Assembly (HLM-UNGA) recorded in the MoFA’s website:

“Indonesia believes in multilateralism because for centuries we believe on the principle of gotong royong, loosely translated as working together, shoulder to shoulder for the greater good. Multilateralism is working together for the greater good, to face global challenges together.” 58

Multilateralism was infused in one of the MoFA’s strategic purposes emphasizing the Indonesia’s leadership and role in influential international cooperation. 59 In addition, the MoFA formed a directorate of multilateral affairs in order to be able to engage Indonesia’s diplomacy more actively and effectively in multilateral affairs. The step was deemed necessary that Indonesia was taking into account multilateralism as an international practice as well as a belief. The officials’ statements and strategic purpose could be evidences that multilateralism was a preference which was embraced by the MoFA as a state institution.

As the constructivist approach suggests, an actor’s behavior is dependent on the norm-based identity. In the domestic level, Indonesia’s multilateralism reflecting gotong royong was embraced and practiced by the MoFA. The norm was a basis of the MoFA’s identity construction through which represented the state identity, interest and behavior. Ted Piccone noted that Indonesia already experienced a significant reorientation in its foreign policy due to the remarkable transformation to open and pluralist democracy following the regime change. 60 Despite the fact that democratization has also occured to the foreign policy making institution during reformation era, Muhammad Hadianto Wirajuda in his dissertation “The Impact of Democratization on Indonesia’s Foreign Policy” argues that the MoFA is still the most central body in Indonesian foreign policy making. Such situation enabled what the MoFA believed to be transformed into Indonesia’s policy. 61 By this explanation, we

| 61 “The Impact of Democratisation on Indonesia’s Foreign Policy: Regional Cooperation” (The London School of Economics and Political Science, 2014), 77–78.
assumed and believed that the idea of ‘gotong royong’ fits in to our explanation of Indonesia’s multilateralism as its approach to response and overcome the pandemic of Covid-19.

In addition to the MoFA’s capability of constructing the state identity, this paper attempts not to ignore other executive bodies such as the President and the MoH in the Indonesian foreign policy. President Jokowi has repeatedly utilized the speech on gotong royong in fighting the Covid-19 in domestic level and called on close cooperation among states to tackle the pandemic. The MoFA’s actions would not be independent from the president’s approval as he acted as a head of the republic’s government. The MoH also recorded a number of international engagements regarding global health issues. Thus, the MoH has been the important part of foreign policy making when it comes to health issues. In addition to executive body, the Indonesian parliament also demanded the MoFA to maximize Indonesia’s diplomacy to defend multilateralism practice. Those actors’ role played a part as the push factor strengthening the MoFA’s commitment to the norm of gotong royong which then influenced the state preference on multilateralism.

The IHR was officially established in 1969 as a revision of the previously known the 1951 International Sanitary Regulation (ISR). The regulation was fundamentally revised in 2005 following the spread of new endemic diseases as well as viral outbreak in some parts of the word. The regulation aims to:

“Prevent, protect against, control and provide a public health response to the international spread of disease in ways that are commensurate with and restricted to public health risks, and which avoid unnecessary interference with international traffic and trade.”

The IHR is an international treaty upholding global cooperation to make the world more secured which is also often called a governing framework for global health security and the WHO is the one responsible to ensure its implementation among the member states. The regulation suggests that all states cooperate when facing a global threat of infectious disease.

The WHO requires the member states to develop and meet core capacities in the IHR such as to detect, assess, report and respond to potential public emergencies of international concern. In spite of aiming to prevent, protect against, control and provide a public health response to international spread of disease, the IHR embraces a balancing dynamic of three things; public health, commerce and human rights. It means that state domestic measures to tackle any infectious disease and other health

64 Hiebert, “Indonesia Steps Up Global Health Diplomacy: Bolsters Role in Addressing International Medical Challenges.”
problem risks should be neither restrictive to international travel and trade nor harmful to human rights as written in a number of IHR’s articles.

Indonesia has been complying with the revised IHR since 2007 and established its national commission for the implementation in 2011. \(^{69}\) Indonesia announced its achievement to meet the IHR core capacity requirements in 2014. \(^{70}\) The commitment to the preparedness from detecting to responding to the previous avian influenza, SARS and MERS-CoV could be examples of Indonesia’s favor of the IHR.

This research not only viewed gotong royong as an Indonesian domestic norm but it also viewed the IHR as a global norm in relations between states and other international communities as suggested by the holistic constructivism. The WHO was the most important actor which encouraged the member states to adopt the IHR in their domestic efforts to handle any threat of infectious disease. As a norm entrepreneur, the health organization is at the forefront of international partnership including with Indonesia. In addition, Indonesia’s experience in handling the previous infectious diseases strengthened its belief to be with the WHO and IHR. Handling the current Covid-19 could be a dilemma for Indonesia; saving domestic public health without harming international travel and trade. Nevertheless, the dynamic balance prescribed in the IHR was a value to which Indonesia was committed.

The global norm contributed to the construction of Indonesia’s identity through interactions with other international actors as well as its interpretation of their behaviors. The identity led Indonesia to prefer multilateralism in responding to the Covid-19. Multilateralism which is a common good has been adopted by the United Nations (UN) as written in its charter. As the representation of states, the UN could be the most active body promoting multilateralism and the United Nations’ General Assembly (UNGA) already adopted a resolution on the International Day of Multilateralism and Diplomacy for Peace. Multilateralism is also a common value adopted by the European Union and emerging powers. \(^{71}\) So do small and developing states convey their concern on multilateral efforts in many challenging global issues. Considering the trend of multilateralism, Indonesia trusted that working with international institutions would more effectively solve global issues rather than with unilateral measures.

According to the constructivist approach, normative structure and state mutually constitute. This paper argues that Indonesia’s identity was constructed by the domestic norm of gotong royong and international norm of IHR leading its foreign policy to embrace multilateralism. In other words, multilateralism was a collective expectation constructed by the state (and domestic actors). Upon realizing its norm-based identity, Indonesia had to consider what action was proper to respond to the Covid-19. In this case, taking multilateralism-laden foreign policy to mitigate the pandemic was Indonesia’s preference.

b. Upholding Multilateralism to Mitigate the Covid-19

The Covid-19 is a global problem which has been affecting all states very quickly regardless their geographical distance, economic capability and preparedness. The actions of a few states


\(^{70}\) Rai et al., 27.

ironically did not reflect constructive diplomacy since they tended to be uncoordinated and encouraged by the nationalistic sentiment instead of response as part of international society. One of the phenomena is state isolationism. In classical realism thoughts, it is rational for state to put forward its own national interest regarding to its consideration on anarchic international system and its struggle for power among other nations. This isolationism apparently has influenced and shaped—some of but not all—major powers’ behaviors and policies toward Covid-19. United Kingdom is one of countries which applied some isolationist policy in response to Covid-19 regarding to the travel restrictions and visas suspension for immigrant workers. Ralf Roloff also noted that a few European states took similar measures such as France, Italy and Spain at the beginning of the pandemic. Another example is related to ‘vaccine nationalism’ where states regulate agreements with its pharmaceutical sectors to only supply their own populations with vaccines ahead of them becoming available for others due to strong public and political pressures and fear of waning immunity.

While some countries exhibit characteristics of isolationism, endangering the health and food supply chains that are currently required to combat the effect of the Covid-19, it shows that many other states are doing the exact opposite, reaching out through international cooperation, and seeing the benefits of internationalism rather than isolationism. No exception for Indonesia, which realized that each state would hardly be able to avoid it. Instead, Indonesia believed that only with cooperation and collaboration would all states be able to mitigate the pandemic.

Indonesia believed that multilateralism opened the pathway for all sides to tackle all issues including the Covid-19 through coordinations to cooperations and from which the interests of states could find middle grounds. Indonesia was putting efforts to engage with both global and regional organizations in order to mitigate the pandemic in addition to maintainig support to the WHO.

**Maintaining Trust on and Support to the WHO**

The The IHR urges the WHO and global communities’ responsibility to share resources, information and expertise to help states to prepare for and respond to the health emergencies. The regulation entrusts the WHO to be the most leading global organization to consolidate efforts and encourage states to comply with it. Embracing the global norm, Indonesia suggested the global health organization be not ignored during the Covid-19 as Minister Marsudi said during her remark at the video conference of Ministerial Meeting for the Alliance for Multilateralism (MM-AM) on 16 April 2020 recorded by the MoFA:

“No country is able to overcome this crisis alone. In this connection, we have no other option but to count on the WHO to be a platform of cooperation among countries. This crisis provides a momentum to review the global health governance system so that it will be able to

better deal with future outbreaks.”

The WHO was facing some criticisms over its lack of transparency and China-centric response accusation. In addition, A. Chapelan argued that the termination of the U.S - WHO relationships could worsen existing global health governance crisis. Brett Meyer noted that populist leaders in a few states would either downplay or take the Covid-19 seriously. Though they took different initial actions to respond to the pandemic, they had similar policy putting aside the WHO’s views on the new disease.

Indonesia, however, still retained trust on the health organization which would coordinate the international cooperation against the Covid-19. Instead, as a member of the WHO, Indonesia expected that the global health organization would be able to facilitate cooperation for effective mitigation on the pandemic. Furthermore, it would suggest that the WHO evaluate how much the current health governance system could work against the pandemic and some future similar issues. The stand indicated that Indonesia admitted the importance to continue standing behind the organization.

That the Indonesian government such as the most apparent the Indonesian Minister of Health, Lt Gen (Ret.) Terawan Agus Putranto downplayed the Covid-19 at the beginning of the Covid-19 spread in January and February 2020 did not mean Indonesia rejected multilateralism. We assume it was merely a domestic effort to prevent panic among citizens and maintain domestic stability. Furthermore, Indonesia and other states in the world were still blind about the new disease during the first two months of its spreading and were still waiting for more official guidances from the WHO. In fact, the MoH was one of the participants in the Foreign Policy and Global Health (FPGH) which officially stated to back the WHO and international cooperation against the Covid-19. The commitment was increasing following the WHO’s declaration on the pandemic status of the Covid-19.

The WHO issued priority strategies in March 2020 in responding to the Covid-19 ranging from expanding, training and deploying health-care workers; implementing systems to locate suspected cases; raising production of tests and availability; identifying facilities which could be transformed into health centres; developing plans to quarantine cases; and refocussing measures on suppressing the virus. The strategies were to be undertaken by all states including Indonesia which counted on the organization as its commitment to the multilateralism. Indonesia also stepped up its support to the Global Alliance for Vaccine and Immunization (GAVI) as the WHO’s partner in
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researching, developing, producing and distributing the Covid-19 vaccines to all states. Such support was aimed to prevent any state of finding itself difficult to access the vaccines.

Indonesia kept announcing the vital role of the WHO in a number of international fora and kindly demanded international communities to keep cooperating with the organization. By doing so, Indonesia and others could support the health organization as a global platform to address the Covid-19 collectively. Indonesia believed in the organization for having experience and expertise when facing many challenges on past global health issues. Indonesia cooperated in a number of health issues together with it as well. Even when the viral dispute of avian influenza between the two once occurred, the health cooperations between the officials preserved. 83

Regarding Indonesia’s decision to withhold the avian influenza virus samples to the WHO by the end of 2006, we argue that the action did not mean that Indonesia withdrew itself from multilateralism practice. Indonesia’s demand to the WHO was the effort to call on major changes in global influenza vaccine production and distribution mechanism towards an equitable, fair, and transparent mechanism. Fidler noted Indonesia was discontent with the Global Influenza Surveillance Network led by the WHO which shared virus samples to the vaccine manufacturers based in the developed states without the consent of source states 84. While the developed states could produce the vaccines and patent them, the developing states would have a little access to them. Indonesia’s stand to dispute the viral sharing was supported by other developing states and the Third World Network (TWN); an international non-governmental advocacy group promoting the reform on the global health governance. Indonesia demanded multilateralism in fighting avian influenza providing benefits for all.

In addition, Indonesia was willing to resolve the dispute with the WHO through multilateral processes mediated by the World Health Assembly (WHA). The WHO accommodated Indonesia and developing world states’ aspiration by issuing the 2011 Pandemic Influenza Plan in order to provide better access to the vaccines 85. During the dispute, Indonesia did not cease its relations with the WHO and other aspects of cooperation beyond the viral sharing continued between the two. We propose an argument that apart from its experience and expertise, the WHO’s decision to finally accommodate Indonesia’s demand has helped the state regain trust on the organization in fighting the pandemic. The latter event contributed to the Indonesia’s position towards the WHO in tackling the Covid-19 as well.

Furthermore, Indonesia’s willingness to finally securitize the Covid-19 pandemic at home was influenced by the WHO. 86 Indonesia saw the organization having a role as a global health governance in disease control as mandated by the IHR despite its past unpleasant experience. Maintaining trust on and support to the WHO indicated that Indonesia uphelded multilateralism in its foreign policy in responding to the Covid-19. As suggested by the constructivism, Indonesia’s behavior towards the organization was driven by its identity constructed by both domestic and global norm. While the norm of gotong royong prescribed Indonesia to cooperate with the WHO as frequently argued by Minister Marsudi and the MoFA, the norm of IHR suggested that the organization receive mandate to facilitate and coordinate the health emergency response among states. In other words, the norms regulated

Indonesia to stand together with the health organization to fight against the pandemic.

**Engaging within Global and Regional Frameworks**

In order to ensure all international entities to engage in international collaboration and cooperation, Indonesia believed that solidifying international solidarity was prerequisite. The cooperation emboldened by solidarity without stigma and discrimination should be advanced as all states shared responsibility to fight the Covid-19. Indonesia together with other five states, namely Ghana, Liechtenstein, Norway, Singapore and Switzerland pushed the global solidarity against the Covid-19 pandemic to be a resolution of the UNGA on 2 April 2020 which was supported by 188 member states. It was the effort within Indonesia’s diplomacy mainly to solidify the global solidarity facing adversity amidst the rising trend of unilateralism among a number of states.

Due to the fact that the Covid-19 caused numerous impacts, Indonesia expected that through multilateral institutions all states would not face difficulties in accessing all needs such as essential protective equipment as well as other medical supplies. Meanwhile, following the outbreak the trade should not be disrupted in order to minimize the economic loss. In this regard, at the Video Conference Ministerial Meeting for the Alliance for Multilateralism as recorded by the MoFA, Minister Marsudi said, “We must ensure that our multilateral system delivers to address the immediate need of our people.” Indonesia conveyed a message that all states regardless their status should be able to take advantage of international cooperation and collaboration which were valued in multilateralism especially during the deadly pandemic.

In times of early Covid-19, as delivered by Minister Marsudi at the CSIS Indonesia’s discussion forum, Indonesia was engaging with several regional or global groupings to respond to the pandemic such as the ASEAN Plus Three Special Summit (APT-SS), Organization of Islamic Cooperation Steering Committee on Health (OIC-SCH), Group of Twenty Extraordinary Leaders Summit (G20-ELS), and International Coordination Group on Covid-19 (ICGC). ASEAN was the first regional institution maintaining commitment to collaborative culture when self-help mechanism was increasing among many states in response to the Covid-19. On 14 April 2020, ASEAN member states along with China, Japan and ROK held a joint statement on the Covid-19 following a few meetings among their leaders. The MoFA announced that the summit acknowledged people’s participation and welcomed international financial institutions to support states in need using and enhancing their instruments in addition to stressing the importance of the WHO’s role in leading campaign to control and contain the viral spread and to implement health measures under the IHR. Since the APT had role in creating peace, security and prosperity in East Asia, Indonesia expected the role of APT to build solidarity and cooperation in responding to the pandemic in the region.

---
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The OIC played its role in curbing the Covid-19 in the Moslem world as its charter paved the cooperation and coordination among member states in humanitarian emergencies. 93 The OIC-SCH facilitated the sharing of knowledge and information on the pandemic and discussion of ways and means to coordinate individual and collective response alike among the member states. Indonesia kept inviting the member states to strengthen coordination and cooperation against the pandemic.

In March 2020, G20 leaders held an extraordinary summit on Covid-19 and delivered their commitment to overcoming the pandemic together with its global partners. 94 During the summit, the G20 leaders was raising concern on fighting the pandemic, safeguarding global economy, addressing international trade disruptions and enhancing global cooperation. The summit recognized the pandemic as a common threat that solidarity along with a transparent, robust, coordinated, large-scale and science-based global response was necessary in interconnected and vulnerable world.

Minister Marsudi reiterated such virtual meetings were the concrete forms of partnership which had to be continuously carried out to tackle global problem especially in the unprecedented situation caused by the Covid-19. 95 Moreover, Indonesia realized that its stand could only be heard in international fora in which it actively participated in addressing the pandemic. Therefore, Indonesia used all channels available to coordinate, collaborate and cooperate with international communities in both regional and global level. Not only could such channels facilitate cooperation in responding to the pandemic, they could be suitable media to promote Indonesia’s call for sustaining multilateralism.

The ICGC was aimed to resolve challenges regarding the Covid-19 especially the vaccines. The vaccine invention was the key global effort that would only stop the virus and it was, unfortunately, like a race among states and their companies to be the first producers. Indonesia’s efforts to ensure the vaccine affordability could be the challenge in its diplomacy since the production and distribution would be concentrated in developed states. However, Indonesia kept sounding that the vaccine allocation should be equitable for all including the vulnerable groups. 96 In addition, at the ICGC forum, Indonesia also proposed a platform with which companies from different states could cooperate in increasing capacity and production of health equipment and medicines within joint production schemes. 97

The above mentioned roles were played by Indonesia to show its commitment to multilateralism practice. Indonesia could undertake such roles thanks to its active engagement in various international institutions long attached to its foreign policy under a traditional independent and active guiding narrative. In addition, Indonesia believed that multilateral institutions could work better to solve global problems as it had repeatedly expressed idealistic views on the role of international institutions as agencies sharing benefits to all sides. 98 Indonesia’s role was aligned with the common practice among the Asian states considering norms into their foreign policy as well. Ralf Emmers 99 suggested that the Asian states show its involvement with global institutions through normative strategy in order to manage negative impacts of competitions.

Not only was Indonesia promoting the spirit of multilateralism but it was also encouraging collective leadership and win-win solutions in responding to the Covid-19. Such action was in accordance with the characteristic of today global problems. They could be more complex, multidimensional and wide-ranging so that international actors need global institutional cooperation more than ever. 100

Engaging within global and regional frameworks reflected Indonesia (and the MoFA)’s preference of multilateralism practice. In addition to the domestic norm of gotong royong, Indonesia realized that the IHR demanded states not only to cooperate but also to maintain the economy without harming people’s rights in the middle of national and international efforts to mitigate the health emergency. None of state policies should risk other states including people during the the Covid-19 pandemic. Therefore, cooperation was the best option appropriate to its identity which was constituted by the norms as suggested by the constructivist approach.

c. Priorities of Indonesia’s Foreign Policy

Despite multilateralism rhetoric, there existed several national interests which Indonesia was pursuing. Following the Covid-19 outbreak, Minister Marsudi announced that Indonesia’s foreign policy had three priorities, namely addressing the pandemic itself, mitigating economic impacts and protecting Indonesian citizens abroad and foreign nationals at home. 101 In term of addressing the pandemic, at many international fora, Indonesia kept inviting all states to work together to tackle the pandemic instead of blaming each other. During the pandemic, Indonesia suggested that protectionism and isolationism be avoided. The flows of medical equipment and other relevant needs across border should not meet any barrier so every government would be able to access them in order to save people’s lives or minimize victims.

Minister Marsudi uttered that Indonesia already sent protection equipment to the states infected earlier before the virus was announced as a pandemic. 102 So should other states take the similar decision as more and more states would suffer due to lack of protection equipment. In her writing entitled “Cooperation: The Catalyst for Fighting the Covid-19 Crisis” published in the Jakarta Post, Minister Marsudi argued that information sharing, technical assistance and joint production of basic medical equipment which had to be virtues in global friendship during difficult time were Indonesia’s diplomacy messages. 103 In addition, Indonesia believed that coordination with the WHO was imperative as ignoring its health protocol and recommendations would only cause the situation worse. Once the vaccines were found in the future, they should be affordable for all states including the third world instead of monopolizing them.

The Covid-19 already impacted the global economy as the results of global supply chains disruption and restriction of people movements and border closures. The ADB projected that the Southeast Asia’s economic growth would drop by 1 percent in 2020, while the World Bank Group (WBG) predicted there would be another 11 million people falling into poverty in East Asia and the Pacific. 104 Indonesia’s Rupiah and many industries were weakening in addition to capital flight. 105 In order to mitigate the economic impact, Indonesia urged global and regional economic institutions to be reliable platforms to prevent global economy from deteriorating and help weaker states to minimize damages to their national economy amidst the global efforts to contain the further disease spread and
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flatten curves of the infected.

Indonesia rejected export restriction and import suspension during the Covid-19. Those two trade policies were commonly taken by a number of states to tackle the pandemic at home, but they potentially harmed the weak states. \(^{106}\) Indonesia believed that protectionism would not work and none of states would survive on its own during the pandemic. The flow of goods should be maintained despite the pandemic threat as one of the measures to mitigate the economic impact. Similar stand was also shown by Indonesia at other international fora. Indonesia’s demands were aligned with a number of IHR articles regulating and ensuring trade and travel during public health emergencies. \(^{107}\) As the consequence, Indonesia was struggling to combine countermeasures against the pandemic without sacrificing the economy. \(^{108}\)

The Covid-19 forced many governments to enact firm measures on foreign nationals from quarantine requirement to expulsion. As the disease spread very quickly, many foreign governments imposed a strict measure like either partial or full lockdown in order to prevent further spread which impacted Indonesian nationals residing abroad such as becoming unemployed or being unable to continue their study. Realizing this situation, Indonesia’s foreign policy was directed to assure its nationals safe. The MoFA coordinated with foreign governments as well as Indonesian embassies or consulates so that they could either leave the states voluntarily in orderly manner or receive humanitarian aids unless they returned to Indonesia. For an exception, Indonesia conducted an evacuation mission of citizens trapped in isolation-imposed Wuhan after gaining permit from the Chinese government in early February 2020.\(^ {109}\)

For foreign nationals at home, Indonesia maintained communication with their respective embassies regarding updates such as the people-under-surveillance, infected, death and recovered cases. In June 2020, Minister Marsudi announced that as many as 311 foreigners tested positive for the Covid-19, 26 of whom passed away and 204 recovered and another 485 classified as people under surveillance. \(^ {110}\) The Indonesian government only restricted foreign nationals to enter the state by suspending the visa exemption policy and visa on arrival facilities along with the firm WHO health protocol instead of totally barring them. In addition, such measures were in accordance with the principles of respecting human rights as stipulated in the IHR.

Indonesia’s foreign policy during the Covid-19 was not only aimed to protect its citizens and economy but also others. Communication and coordination with other foreign governments were necessary to pursue the three priorities. Unilateral and uncoordinated actions could risk Indonesia’s interests as well as others’ during the time of uncertainties. It is in line with the Indonesian foreign policy practice as noted by Emmers that Indonesia – just like other Asian states – preserved its national interests by encouraging the adoption of norms and standards of good international behavior. \(^ {111}\) Even though a few states ignored the IHR, the regulation’s role as a new norm sustained during the pandemic. Furthermore, the emergence of new transmissible diseases has made health an important element in state diplomacy guided by the regulation. \(^ {112}\)

---
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Considering the constructivist approach, the roles and interests within Indonesia’s foreign policy were determined by its norm-based identity. Gotong royong emphasizing mutual assistance and the IHR suggesting the balance of trade, travel and health led Indonesia to uphold multilateralism. In domestic context, these priorities refer to Indonesia’s national interests which were not only determined by the MoFA alone but also other domestic actors. Such national interests reflect the identity which belongs to Indonesia influenced by these actors through the MoFA’s embracing of multilateralism. Meanwhile, in the systemic level the interactions between Indonesia and other international communities brought about an understanding that the IHR was an international norm which was infused to its identity. Only after Indonesia realized its identity could it determine its interests deemed appropriate. Indonesia would have responsibility to pursue such interests as a consequence of the identity awareness.

Conclusion

Indonesia’s active foreign policy during the unprecedented Covid-19 could be an oppositional option compared to what to be taken by more established states and other parts of the world. This paper argues that non-material factors do matter in defining Indonesia’s foreign policy and behavior especially when confronting a new challenging global issue. Upholding multilateralism and pursuing national interests would not contradict as the Indonesia’s foreign policy was affected by the indigenous and global norm complementary to each other. International fora were the main media for Indonesia to promote the practice of multilateralism. In addition, this paper reveals that looking at the domestic actors is as important as looking at state in international system in order to reach a better knowledge on the issue.

There has been a trend showing that a number of developed states with better health infrastructure and stronger economic foundation seemed to act uncoordinatedly to take serious initial action to respond to the pandemic or downplay the severity of the disease at the beginning of the pandemic. Meanwhile, Indonesia as one of developing states raised multilateralism suggesting a few actions such as coordinating, collaborating and cooperating with international communities. The policy was not the result of applying rationalist principle of foreign policy decision makers who attempted to utilize the existing international norm and overcome domestic shortages for maximizing national interests as suggested by the liberal approach. Neither would Indonesia have taken the former action in order to protect its people and save economy ahead before others if it had been better equipped with health infrastructure as the neorealist approach suggests. Otherwise, we propose that Indonesia’s foreign policy would remain to uphold multilateralism when facing other similar crisis thanks to its identity as suggested by the constructivist approach. Only when the identity changes would Indonesia redirect its foreign policy and interests. It is hardly seen in the near future.

This paper has stated a novel theoretical argument in which Indonesia’s multilateralism in the pandemic era represents a confluence of domestic norms (gotong royong) and international norms (IHR). The gotong royong along with other international norms is potential to be expanded into other areas of foreign policy including—but not limited to—security, climate change, human rights, developmentalism and socio-economic inequality. Though this paper provides a view of Indonesia’s foreign policy in responding to the Covid-19 through the lense of holistic constructivism, it leaves questions – as of the time of writing – if such foreign policy effectively contributes to tackle the pandemic at home and save its economy as the number of confirmed cases keeps surging and recession threat alarms in addition to if Indonesia is able to leverage its leadership and role in regional and

global politics in addressing the pandemic as many see multilateral institutions underperforming without the role of more established states. A few future researches can be expected to fill the gaps. Above all, the study benefits scholars or students who have interest in Indonesia’s foreign policy in order to understand how the state behaves during difficult times.
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